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Temporary agency work
Temporary agency work is not generally a stepping-stone to regular
employment
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Temporary agency work has expanded in most
advanced economies since the 1990s, but its growth
has been controversial. Some argue that these
jobs offer experience and contact with potential
employers, serving as a path to regular employment,
particularly for low-skilled workers. Others view them
as traps, fostering low-wage, unstable employment
and providing little experience and few contacts.
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Source: International Confederation of Private Employment Agencies
(CIETT). Online at: http://www.ciett.org/index.php?id=162

KEY FINDINGS
Pros
For some groups, such as immigrants,
temporary agency work may give workers an
opportunity to demonstrate their ability and
so be a stepping-stone to regular employment,
particularly during times of low unemployment.
If the unemployed have few alternatives, signing
up with a temporary agency may improve
employment prospects and earnings in the short
term.
Temporary agencies may be a pathway for some
to fairly high-paying jobs, such as those in
manufacturing.

Cons
Temporary agency work usually is associated
with lower earnings and less stable employment.
Temporary agency work generally is not
a stepping-stone to regular, open-ended
contracts, and it does not improve employment
rates and earnings over the medium and long
terms.
Taking temporary agency work may hamper
some workers’ ability to make the transition
to a regular job and may reduce subsequent
employment and earnings.
In Europe, fixed-term contracts provide workers
with better opportunities for upward mobility
than temporary agency work.

AUTHOR’S MAIN MESSAGE
Temporary agency work may lead to regular employment for some, particularly when the economy is strong,
but it generally does not help workers move to regular, open-ended contracts. Thus, government reemployment
programs should use it selectively only, and policymakers should be cautious about promoting temporary agency
work as a way to improve worker incomes, reduce unemployment, and mitigate poverty.
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